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THINKING OUTSIDE THE CEMETERY

CEMETERY ROSE

Anita Clevenger

This year, some of the former volunteers of the Historic
Rose Garden turned their love of old roses to other places.
Instead of focusing on the cemetery’s collection of 500 roses, they helped establish and mentor several small heritage
rose gardens, ensuring our rare and historic found roses are
preserved elsewhere. Instead of propagating hundreds of
roses for a fundraising plant sale, they donated about 60
propagated roses to these gardens and private collectors.
I’ve worked with the Amador County Master Gardener Heritage Rose Garden, providing input to their brochure about
their roses and advising them about pest problems and how
best to grow the roses. In fact, they have made me one of
their “Rosemaniacs”!
We will be developing a similar brochure and informational
tags for Woodland’s Center for Land-Based Learning, where
30 clones of our roses were planted by our volunteers earlier
this year. Their staff has been delighted with how these roses have grown and bloomed, and we look forward to teaming with them for educational opportunities.
Marysville Cemetery, another very interesting Gold Rush
cemetery, planted 18 Sacramento cemetery roses, including
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EDITORIAL

Judy Eitzen

Strong cadres of volunteers maintained and supported the three main gardens in the Cemetery for over 30
years—Historic Rose Garden, Perennial Plant Garden in Hamilton Square and the Native Plant Demonstration Garden. It is difficult to look at the cemetery today as it appears without the support of rose garden
volunteers, the Perennial Plant Club and the Sacramento Chapter of the California Native Plant Society.
The cemetery was the perfect spot to include plantings as it was established as a garden cemetery in the
19th century. Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond, Virginia, founded the same year, continues to include
plantings as do many California cemeteries, including several mission cemeteries.
We do hope knowledgeable Rose Garden volunteers may continue to provide support and expertise to
maintain the collection of historically relevant roses. While we may no longer identify it as the “Historic
Rose Garden”, it is critical to the survival of the garden to provide the expertise of knowledgeable volunteers to city staff now responsible for maintaining the cemetery grounds.
I encourage readers to continue your support of the historic roses in the cemetery.
Judy Eitzen
verlaine@citlink.net
(Continued from page 1)

legacy roses such as “Jost Plot Tea” and
“Elisabeth’s Red China.” Other roses have gone
to a new planting of heritage roses at Laguna
Town Hall in Elk Grove, David Lubin School, and
public gardens such as San Jose’s Heritage Rose
Garden, the Woodland Public Library and Pioneer Park in Rio Linda. One way to preserve a
collection is to replicate and disperse it.
We like being a connection for people who are
interested in growing our roses, especially in
public places where people can enjoy and learn
Amador County Rosmaniacs
about them. We plan to found a new group dedicated to that purpose. We will propagate roses
(taking cuttings from plants grown in other gardens, not the cemetery), support heritage rose gardens with plants, expertise and financial grants,
and ensure the historic roses of the cemetery, and other locations, are available commercially. We
will also ensure all of our found roses are listed in the rose data base, Helpmefind.com/roses, and
encourage the new gardens to list their gardens and roses so others can see where the roses are
grown. We see our Cemetery Rose website and newsletters as vital sources for information, and plan
to keep and build the site to provide archival material about what we did, and learned, from the garden so others may build on our experiences.
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

We have not yet decided what sort of non-profit group we will be forming, or what we will call ourselves. I am fond of the name “Historic Rose Connection” but that’s just one option.
We plan to propagate roses for fund-raising purposes as well, hoping to resume our partnership with
Cosumnes River College when the campus re-opens. Since we are currently limited to small-scale
propagation at our homes, we do not plan a plant sale in 2022.
I am often asked, “Have you propagated all of the roses in the cemetery garden?” No, we haven’t. Volunteers have made a concerted effort for years to send cuttings to commercial sources and ensure
public gardens had first dibs on roses they wanted for their collections. However, there are a few we
would still like to propagate, such as “Barfield White Climber’ and “Dora’s Farmhouse Rose.” We
would like to dig up suckers from the Spinossissimas we bought commercially, because they are hard
to find, and our ‘Persian Yellow’ and ‘Harison’s Yellow’ roses were collected from historic sites. If you
have any recommendations for cemetery roses to propagate, please let us know. We hope to get cemetery’s staff approval to do so.
We are not trying to clone every rose in the collection. We are focusing on the most rare and historic
ones. Some roses are readily available commercially. A few roses carried under found names are actually widely available, such as ‘David Ward House’, which we believe to be ‘Mme. Ernst Calvat’. Other roses are carried under multiple found names, but are clones of the same, or very similar roses, collected from various historic locations. Examples are numerous plants of ‘La Reine’, ‘Hermosa’, ‘Dr.
Peck’s 12th Ave Smoothie/Charles Lawson”, “The Rose of Many Names,” “Archiduc Charles’ and ‘Mme.
Lombard’. We simply don’t have space to grow them together for study purposes. We loved the fact
our garden was a “living library” of plants, and we could make a clone of exactly the same plant to replace one lost from a historic site. Without a large garden, this simply isn’t possible. We have to think
small, and specific.
Connecting people with our roses has been meaningful. Two of the roses in the
cemetery were collected from an Oneto Home in Sonora, CA, by Fred Boutin.
We offered Scott Oneto, the UC Agriculture Advisor for Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne and El Dorado Counties, a plant of “Oneto Home Saffron.” He recently
asked for another to give to his brother, and we were delighted to oblige. His “Oneto Home Saffron”
thank you note shows the value of connecting people with our roses, “I just wanted to reach out and thank you for the Oneto roses. This is such a special gift and
can’t thank you enough for all that you do for saving these wonderful heritage roses. I have one in my
yard and the one you gave me today will be going to my brother. We are just so thrilled to have
these. Thank you again!”
We will be selling a small quantity of roses in October. Watch our Facebook page for an announcement of time, place and available roses. As further plans develop for our new group, we will let you
know.
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THE NAME OF THE ROSE

Anita Clevenger

One of the pleasures of visiting a public rose garden is looking at both the rose and its identification label. The name of a rose helps us fully appreciate it. If you really like it, you can seek out a commercial
source so you can grow it yourself. The names are fun, too: modern roses have names like ‘Sexy Rexy’
and ‘Tiffany’ and “Scentimental.” Heritage roses often bear the names of historic figures. Found roses
are given their names by whomever first collected the rose, and often evoke the place where they are
found.(1) “Manchester Guardian Angel” is from a cemetery in Manchester, California, but it has at least
two other found names from other sites where it was discovered. (2) “Barbara’s Pasture Rose” tells us
where the rose was growing, and who found it. It doesn’t tell, however, how she climbed under a barbed
wire fence to get it!
Labels are even more important when the garden is a collection of roses found in historic
sites, devoted to studying them and educating
the public about them. Unfortunately, the roses collected by the volunteers of the Historic
Rose Garden no longer have identifying tags.
What’s a visitor to do?
Fortunately, Judy Eitzen developed a very
comprehensive catalog of the roses in the Historic Rose Garden. Every year, we worked to
ensure the information was complete and correct, meticulously checking every detail. The
Photo courtesy of Jeri Jennings
2020 version is on
our website, www.cemeteryrose.org.(3) All of the roses are identified by location, and the listing is sorted by both plot number and
name. The listing also includes additional details about each rose,
and summaries of roses by classification, by color, and by study
name. There are maps of the three cemetery sections where the roses are planted, too. You can download the catalog to your
smartphone, or print it out and take it along when you visit the garden. The cemetery plots have cast aluminum plot markers, purchased by our non-profit, in the southeast corner of each plot which
will help you locate specific plots.

“Manchester Guardian Angel”

We have begun surveying the current collection, and have found at
least nine roses are missing from the 200 listed in the Broadway
Bed. We will be posting the losses once they are compiled and verified.
(Continued on page 5)
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BILL GRANT—CALIFORNIA ROSARIAN & TEACHER
Born in Arizona, Bill spent his childhood in Los
Angeles, and studied at the University of San
Francisco. After earning both bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from Long Beach State, he
taught first at Compton College, then at Cabrillo in Aptos where he was instrumental in developing the college’s fledgling English Department, recruiting noteworthy faculty and gaining
three Fulbright scholarships. After retiring, he
expressed pride for the work done, “We
changed the community.”
He also specialized in cultivating roses, loved
opera and classical music, was an avid reader
and led botanical tours to Europe, Australia and South Africa.
Though considered a ‘modern rose’ “Sally Holmes” (Holmes, 1976), was planted in the
Historic Rose Garden at his instigation. This nearly thornless hybrid musk has the appearance of a heritage rose with single creamy blooms in huge clusters and vigorously covered one of the walkway arches in the cemetery adding beauty and attracting visitors.
Bill never really slowed down. During his retirement, he traveled widely, leading tours
and visiting roses and friends around the world. His favorite quote was from baseball
player Satchell Paige, “Don’t look back. Something might be gaining on you.”
Bill will be missed.

(Continued from page 4)

The majority of the roses are still in the cemetery, although many are unrecognizable because of
how they have been cut back. With a catalog and the plot markers, you can still learn their
names.
______________
1)

Found names are also called Study Names which serves to identify the rose when the cultivar is not known.
Study Names may include some form of the location of the original plant (“mother plant”) or perhaps a name
from the locale or the person who found the mother plant. Some are chance seedlings or sports of known roses
and may never have a name other than the Study Name. A very few may be registered and given an official
name.
2) AKA “Legacy of Joseph Marcelino” from Pilarcitos Cemetery in Half Moon Bay and “Georgetown Lemon-White
Tea” from Georgetown Cemetery.
3) Click on “Catalog” in the bar at the top.
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WHY?

Judy Eitzen

When one reviews all the city has done over
the past few years to remove volunteers and
gardens from Sacramento’s Historic City
Cemetery, one question remains: WHY?
Despite City Council approval of the Cemetery Master Plan in 2007 which recognized
the need for volunteer support and identified
four garden areas, and the approval of National Historic Registration documents listing the same, city staff have essentially removed both from the site. While the city
recognizes the existence of gardens on site,
they may not be deemed ‘historic’ nor are
volunteers permitted on site at this time.

Broadway Section before volunteers

The Old City Cemetery Committee non-profit was formed to coordinate volunteer efforts to support the
cemetery and its gardens by raising funds, managing the volunteer program, conducting tours and
events, researching the history of those interred on site and funding repair and stabilization of headstones and monuments. It developed out of a demonstrated need to provide these services which the
city could not. In fact, the cemetery was all but abandoned by the city for over 40 years resulting in
vandalism and loss of historic artifacts—an attractive nuisance.
Over the past 34 years – initiated by
the Sacramento County Historical Society in 1987 – the OCCC and volunteers have provided services saving
the city literally millions of dollars.
Over the last twenty years, for example, the volunteer program averaged
1,071 hours per month. This equates
to 6.1 full-time personnel valued at
$321,000 per year.(1)

Broadway Section 2012

During the same period, funds spent
on headstone and monument repair
totaled more than $160,000. This
does not include monies spent by
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

OCCC on infrastructure, plot surround repairs, irrigation systems, etc.
The Committee oversaw and spent
funds toward restoration of the Garden of Peace, the Fireman’s Plot, including installation of the old bell, developed merchandise to raise funds,
and conducted curriculum-based
school tours. The OCCC installed a
veteran’s
memorial,
interpretive
signs, plot markers and an internationally recognized garden of historic
roses. A public water fountain and
benches were put in place for the
comfort of visitors. Volunteer archiBroadway Section August 2021
vists conducted research to provide
burial and historic information to the
public, provide content for public
tours and events and to develop an informative Self-Guided brochure and publications (Tombstone
Tales, Sentiments in Stone, etc.) for sale to the public as well as production of websites and a social
media presence.
Sacramento spends half as much per capita on parks as Elk Grove, the next largest city in the county and it would seem obvious for the city to take advantage of volunteers. (2) Yet beginning with a
recent change in administration of the site, volunteer support has been discouraged and major
changes to garden areas have been implemented to the detriment of beautification of the site.
At this time, the cemetery resembles what it looked like in the 1980’s prior to volunteer assistance –
neglected, vandalized and weedy. Which brings us back to the question: WHY?
____________
1) Hourly rate for volunteers according to Independent Sector = $28.54 in 2021. In prior years, hourly rate
= +/- $25.00. Using the current figure, annual volunteer hours would have been valued at $366,796
2) Sacramento per capita expenditure = $83 per city budget documents. Elk Grove per capita park expenditure = $166 annually.
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COLONIZING ROSES

Anita Clevenger

Many of the species and once-blooming Old Garden Roses colonize by spreading from underground
roots. Some spread slightly, and others can aggressively take over a large area. This growth is sometimes called “suckering,” which confuses people who are accustomed to dealing with suckers of root
stock growing from beneath the budded graft of modern roses. It’s paramount to remove root stock
suckers, lest they divert a rose’s energy from the desirable variety grafted onto it. If a rose is colonizing on its own roots, it can be allowed to spread if you wish.
To control a colonizer, you have a few choices. The simplest is just to garden with a shovel, digging out
new growth threatening to take over your planting bed. You can treat the dug-out canes like a very
large cutting. The underground growth may or may not have roots, but it will probably grow nonetheless. Cut back the top, plant the root runners, and keep them moist. Most likely, you will grow a new
rose. The best time to do this is in the fall, but you can give it a try any time you need to reduce a colonizing rose’s growth.
You can garden with a shovel in another way, digging the rose out altogether. You’ll need to do it repeatedly, since bits of root will invariably be left behind and regrow. In the cemetery, we chose to remove some roses not rare or historic, such as ‘Therese Bugnet’, and which could not be contained
without a lot of effort. Nobody likes a bully.
Another option is to grow a rose with a barrier. In the cemetery,
the raised brick plots are a natural barrier. Where there are no
markers to be obstructed, we just let them fill the plots. R cinnamomea was a beautiful sight much of the year, with large single pink flowers in the spring, followed by colorful hips in the
summer and fall and brilliant
red-orange foliage in late fall.
R cinnamomoea
One volunteer dug up some
canes to grow at home, then
planted them in a pot set on
pavement in her patio so it could not spread. Set on the ground,
roots can escape and colonize further. We also installed bamboo
barrier, 24” wide PVC sheets, in some of the plots to keep colonizR cinnamomoea
ers from growing together. This was especially important when we
were growing multiple related roses, and wanted to be able to compare and study them. In plot 17, we
had three roses originally collected as ‘Harison’s Yellow’. One came from a stage coach stop in Valley
Ford, and was actually a R foetida hybrid known as ‘Persian’s Yellow’. Another was collected in
Sparks, Nevada. The family who brought it from the East Coast via Canada were convinced they had
‘Harison’s Yellow’, but red stripes on its petals gave away its real identity as yet another ‘Persian Yellow’. Finally, Don Gers and Michael Tallman gave us a ‘Harisons’ Yellow’ they collected in Sonoma
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

County. Having all three of these yellow colonizing roses in
one plot, where they can be compared, has been very instructive. (‘Harison’s Yellow’ is reputed to be commonly found
along the Oregon Trail, brought by families during the Gold
Rush. However, rose expert and botanist Fred Boutin has said
in general, the yellow roses found in California Mother Lode
sites are actually forms of ‘Persian Yellow’.)
‘Persian Yellow’

Another way to control a colonizer is to bud it onto root stock.
Originally, the cemetery collection had two ‘Cardinal de Richelieu’ roses, one a budded plant from Roses of Yesterday and Today, unfortunately infected with rose
mosaic virus. It stayed demurely in place but did not thrive, unlike the exuberant own-root plant in
the East Bed. We removed the budded rose.
Bill with Barbara Oliva
Gallica roses like ‘Cardinal de Richelieu’ are notorious colonizers. In the French National Collection
of Gallicas, Dr. Francois Joyaux planted two of each variety: one budded, and one own-root. The
budded roses grow as tidy, vase-shaped plants and often produce larger flowers. This approach ensured each variety would survive, and also showed how the plants varied depending on how they
were propagated.

‘Cardinal Richelieu’

Debate over whether a rose should be budded or grown own-root
has raged for decades, with many heritage rose lovers rather dogmatically saying own-root plants are best, no matter what. Others
claim all roses should be budded. Like most debates, the right answer depends on your point of view and circumstances. Some roses are weak and grow much better on vigorous rootstock. Some
roses colonize widely and need to be contained. (Debate also rages
over whether to bury the bud union below the soil or to put it several inches above. If you are budding a rose so it won’t colonize,
the bud union needs to be above the ground.)

Unfortunately, colonizing roses are not appreciated by current cemetery management. Rather than
managing their spread, they have been cutting them off, often using weed-eaters, or trying to remove
them altogether by digging them out. It’s likely most of them are still alive somewhere below the surface. Those continuously cut back will produce less spring bloom, because these types of roses bloom
on old wood.
Is there a future for unbudded colonizing roses in the cemetery? It seems unlikely, but a program to
educate the cemetery workers and selectively bud some varieties would allow these historic plants to
continue to grow there. In your own garden, choose the variety and location of a colonizing rose carefully, and introduce any unwanted suckers to “Mr. Shovel.” Colonizing roses can be managed and
enjoyed. They are a beautiful, fragrant, important part of rose history.
9
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A FEW GARDENS TO VISIT

Judy Eitzen

As Sacramento city divests itself of gardens in the cemetery, those who wish to preserve and protect
historic plants – particularly roses – look to other gardens and resources in California. Historic Rose
Garden volunteers also attempt to provide other gardens with clones of the rarest historic roses as described in the article on page 1.
Gardens with roses are divided into various subgroups – botanic gardens, rose gardens, private and
public gardens, even Mission gardens. While California has more gardens than can be counted, here
are some places worth a visit to experience the beauty of roses maintained and preserved.

Rose Gardens
There are more gardens dedicated to roses than almost any other plants as roses grow throughout the
state, make a great show and lend themselves to a variety of garden designs and climates. Many of
these gardens also include old cultivars – heritage roses. While many gardens are well known, others
may be off the beaten path. Here are some of my favorites.
Two rose gardens in Sacramento are of course worth noting. The largest is the Frederick N. Evans
Memorial Rose Garden (aka McKinley Rose Garden) named for the city’s first Parks Superintendent
and designer of the garden. It includes some 1,500 roses, is a popular wedding venue and is supported by the Friends of East Sacramento.
Second is the International World Peace Rose
Garden located at the east end of Capitol
Park. One of several such gardens around the
world created to bring people together by creating beautiful gardens, its formal layout is
beautifully arranged.
Many other cities have space set aside in
parks or open areas for rose gardens. One
such is maintained by the Woodland Library
Rose Club whose members maintain a rose
garden next to the library in Woodland. This
garden includes historic roses – some from
our collection – as well as a variety of shrub
and climbing roses.

Woodland Library Rose Garden

In Vallejo you can see the Grant Mahoney Park Rose Garden on Mariposa Street while San Diego’s
Balboa Park is home to the Inez Grant Parker Memorial Rose Garden. Oakland and San Jose also
have rose gardens, Morcom Rose Garden and the Municipal Rose Garden, respectively. San Francisco’s Rose Garden located in Golden Gate park is near the Japanese Tea Garden and across the Music
Concourse one can visit the Garden of Shakespeare Flowers. While there, take time to visit the Conservatory of Flowers and Strybing Arboretum.
10
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Many city-based rose gardens are maintained by volunteers, ARS local chapters, Master Gardeners or garden clubs; most are open to the public with some limitations due to the pandemic.
Botanic Gardens
California is home to a number of botanical gardens
devoted to a wide variety of plants. The 86 acres of
the California Botanic Garden (aka Rancho Santa
Ana Botanical Garden) in Claremont are home to
California’s native plants, including roses. Some of
the 51 species and subspecies of roses native to California are found in this garden.(1) Formerly titled
Quarry Hill, the Sonoma Botanical Garden in Glen
Ellen has many historic roses as part of its collection of native plants of Asia including a large Rosa
banksia. A recent focus on native California natives
includes species roses.

Mendocino Coast Botanical Garden

Santa Barbara’s Botanic Garden includes heritage
roses as does the Rose Garden at the Huntington in San Marino. An excursion to nearby La Cañada Flintridge will take you to Descanso Gardens which includes a rose garden with a large display of historic roses including a beautiful rose trellis walkway. Originally founded to provide
habitat for the endangered Western Willow Fly Catcher, the Santa Inez Valley Botanic Garden in
Buellton has a variety of special garden areas; rain garden, butterfly garden and riparian garden.
A favorite of mine as I love being near the ocean is the Mendocino Coast Botanical Gardens in
Fort Bragg which includes a heritage rose garden where are grown many roses found in Mendocino County. Of course, the view from the UC Botanical Garden in Berkeley can’t be missed, if
you can ignore rare and endangered plants from around the world and a lovely rose garden that
includes historic roses.
Mission Gardens
California 4th graders study California’s 21 Missions and the Spanish influence in the state which
continues today. (I remember building a model mission of sugar cubes, but that’s a story for another day…) Each mission was a parish church and many still serve as such. Mission properties
often include extensive fruit and vegetable gardens, a cemetery and gardens with old plants;
twelve have gardens which include roses. One such is Mission Carmel, burial place for Father
Serra, founder of California’s missions, which includes a 60-year-old pepper tree and 80-year-old
rose.
Across the street from the Santa Barbara Mission is the A. C. Postel Memorial Rose Garden with
more than 1,500 roses. On the mission grounds are old orchards including a fig tree planted in
1890.
11
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San Francisco de Asis aka Mission Dolores is San
Francisco’s oldest intact building. Its restored gardens include native trees, shrubs, flowers and plants
from 1791 when the mission was built. The rose garden was gifted by the Golden Gate Rose Society
whose members tend the roses.
Migrating swallows return to San Juan Capistrano
from Argentina each March about the time the roses
begin to bloom in this lovely mission garden. SJC
also boasts California’s oldest neighborhood—the Los
Mission San Juan Capistrano
Rios District. The shaky city of San Juan Bautista’s
mission sits next to the San Andreas fault. Built in
1797, the mission is still standing. A number of plantings of old roses exist in cemeteries and gardens
throughout the city and at the Castro-Breen Adobe.
Postponed during the pandemic, the annual “Cutting of the Roses” held at Mission San Antonio de
Padua is an opportunity for visitors to purchase cuttings. The mission is located in the town of Jolon,
at Fort Hunter Liggett.
Historic Roses

Yes, there are places featuring historic roses. In fact, Berkeley is home to two, the UC garden mentioned above and the Berkeley Historic Rose Garden on Euclid Avenue. It began as a WPA project in
1933, includes some 1,500 plants with over 250 varieties and is maintained by the city of Berkeley
and a cadre of volunteers.
One of the best-known gardens of old roses is the
Heritage Rose Garden in San Jose. Opened in
1995, this world class collection of some 3,000
plants is maintained by a large cadre of volunteers. Be sure to check out climbing roses on the
fence of the Santa Clara University which are part
of this collection.

San Jose Heritage Rose Garden

Also in Santa Clara county is the Rengstorff
House in Mountain View where house and garden
have been restored to the 19th century and the
garden includes historic roses.

Between Camarillo and Thousand Oaks is the
town of Newbury Park, home of the Stagecoach Inn and its historical rose garden. Conejo Valley Historical Society in Thousand Oaks is a principal supporter. While Hearst Castle is temporarily closed
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due to road repairs, put this spot on your list to see
beautiful plantings of historic roses in a truly unique
setting.
Magee House in Carlsbad near San Diego is a museum of the Carlsbad Historical Society. The organizations archives are preserved in the house and the
Rose Garden on the property is nationally registered
Georgetown Pioneer Cemetery on Highway 49 is the
University of Santa Clara Fence Roses
source of several roses in the Historic City Cemetery.
Like Sacramento, this cemetery was established during the Gold Rush and many plants exist from that time. Another Gold Country rose garden is the
Heritage Rose Garden in Jackson. The Master Gardeners of Amador County set out to create a
heritage garden to showcase historic roses, natives and pollinator plants. A primary goal is to “…
collect and preserve old roses from oblivion.”
Road Trip!
Though this article describes just a few California
gardens with roses, it could be a place to start. Take
a drive up or down Highway 1 or 49 or 101 to visit
many of these gardens!
-----------------------1) University of California, Berkeley, Jepson Manual. Available online at www.ucjeps.berkeley.edu/

Berkeley Historic Rose Garden

Garden Tip
Fall is cleanup time—keep it simple
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Clean debris—fallen leaves, petals—from around and under roses.
Save time—use a tarp or old plastic shower curtain to catch trimmings. Easy to
haul to disposal spot.
Clean up storage area—garage, shed—to provide a safe work space.
After cleaning tools, use non-stick cooking spray to keep them free of rust and
dirt.
Prepare garden soil and plant cool-season annuals.
Plant cover crop over garden beds of summer veggies.
September 2021

SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN WOMEN

Darrell g.h. Schramm

Once upon a time, not all that long ago, a brilliant man in Catalonia bred brilliant roses. In December of 1937, Walt Disney’s first feature film Snow White, having been
shown to a delighted world, the brilliant man Pedro Dot introduced in 1938 a rose
named ‘Snow White’. She was, of course, a brilliant white. Now, this fragrant Hybrid
Tea went on to become quite popular in the marketplace and home, entertaining gardeners for about fifty years. By 1986, however, she was gone; no one knows why she
disappeared. Perhaps it was because other breeders absconded with her name—
another Hybrid Tea in 1941, a Miniature in 1955, an undated Polyantha after that,
then yet again a Hybrid Tea in 1987. These were very early cases of stolen identity.
So, having disposed of Snow White—a pretext for the following—I am left with the freedom to discuss
the seven other roses.
‘Baronne Prevost’ is the oldest of the seven roses and one of the oldest Hybrid Perpetuals, introduced
in 1842. Jean Desprez, its breeder, sold it in 1841 to Monsieur Cochet who put it on the market. The
large, lilac pink blossoms, their 100 or so petals arranged around a small knotty button of stamens in
the center, flower eagerly in spring and lushly in autumn on thick canes armed with huge prickles. As
if to compensate for the formidable armature, they exude a strong Damask perfume. The plant grows
to five feet, somewhat open in the center. It should be pruned high and lightly.
The rose was named for a woman from the Guenoux family. Her brother
Eugene was a breeder of dahlias, and as a horticulturist he knew and was a
friend of Desprez who chose to name the rose for the baroness. Baronne
Prevost married into an ancient landholding family founded in 1086, their
family seat in Poitou of west-central France where the towns of Poitiers and
Angouleme are located. Major-General Augustine Prevost, who helped the
American colonists fight in the Revolutionary War, was a member of that
family.
A different sort of rose is the Boursault ‘Mme de Sancy de Parabere’. Graham Stuart Thomas pronounced it “the most important Boursault” and “a gracious beauty,” though he lamented the supposed lack of scent in the flowers. (Others would disagree with him about that.)

The Boursaults are a small class of roses developed mostly in the 1820s with Rosa pendulina as a
parent. Few are still extant.
‘Mme de Sancy de Parabere’ is usually assigned the date 1874, the year after the horticulturist Monsieur Bonnet of the nursery firm Bonnet & Fils acknowledged the rose on his property. The first record of this rose seems to be that in Journal des Roses of August 1885. According to this reference,
nurseryman Ferdinand Jamain saw the rose growing in Bonnet’s garden in 1873. Bonnet did not
know what it was. Bonnet gave the rosebush to Jamain who, at the suggestion of Madame Bonnet,
named the rose ‘Mme de Sancy de Parabere’. Subsequently, Jamain presented a bouquet of the flow14
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(Continued from page 14)

ers to the Central Society of Horticulture of France for identification, but none there recognized
the rose. Later a Monsieur Bachoux observed this was a rose cultivated for forty years on the property of a M. de Boismilon. Jamain concurred this was an old variety. “It is without doubt some very
old rose,” he wrote, “which could have been neglected and which would have been lost from sight.”
The date of the rose, then, could be as early as 1845. In fact, as E. F. Allen wrote in the Rose Annual of 1973, “Until more evidence comes to light, the date of introduction must be altered to ‘before
1845’.” A Sleeping Beauty of a rose, now awakened.

This climbing rose produces the largest flowers of the Boursault
class, in clear, cerise pink, very floriferous. The reverse side of the
petals is a silvery pink. Within the circumference of the quite
large, outer petals is nestled a ruffle of small petals. The flowers
do emit a fragrance. The plant is vigorous, very cold hardy, virtually without prickles, and an exceptionally early bloomer. It grows
to fifteen feet. To root it from cuttings is easy.
Of note is the name: Although the caption under the chromolithograph omits the first de in the rose’s name, the name throughout
the article in Journal des Roses is ‘Madame de Sancy de Parabere’. The woman seems to have been
Charlotte Lavinie Lefebvre nee Desouettes, de Sancy de Parabere (1815-1884). She was a Dame of
Honor in Empress Eugenie’s court. Mme Bonnet, who suggested the name, must have been a
friend or admirer.
Not much more is known of the namesake for the Tea rose ‘Catherine Mermet’ bred by Jean-Baptiste Guillot fils. The breeder was married to a Catherine, but her maiden name was not Mermet. A Catherine Mermet, daughter of Claude Mermet, did marry a Pierre Guillot, son of Francois and a different Catherine Guillot, but not Pierre Guillot, son of Jean-Baptiste Guillot fils, creator of the rose. Did the latter name it for the above mentioned
Catherine Mermet before she was wed? Certainly the Mermets and Guillots knew each other and were inter-related. But because there are several
Pierres and Catherines in the family mix, it is unclear which Catherine
graced the name of the rose in 1869.
The rose became a favorite among florists, and its success may have encouraged other breeders to
raise Tea roses, for until 1870 new Teas numbered only 64, but in the next decade the number rose
to 158, then in the decade of 1881-1890 to 262, and by the end of the century 402. The scrolled bud
and higher bloom yield of ‘Catherine Mermet’ suggests such encouragement. Teas soon became
almost as popular as Hybrid Perpetuals. Rapunzel had let down her hair.
(Continued on page 16)
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As late as the 1980s, Meilland in France used ‘Catherine Mermet’ to breed the World Rose Federation
Hall of Fame rose ‘Bonica’. The color is quite similar to it, a rather polite pink, but ‘Catherine Mermet’ is far more elegant. On the other hand, the arrogant Andrew Foster-Melliar in 1902 described
the color as “a dull and dirty sort of cream.” The fact is this rose varies in depth of color, sometimes
even showing a luster in its petals. The plant, low and spreading somewhat, brandishes reddish, falcate prickles. Open, the flowers release a pleasant scent. One rosarian in 1893 opined, “A glorious
flower, truly the Queen of the Teas.”
When the climbing Hybrid Tea ‘Reine Marie-Henriette’ was released by Antoine Levet in 1878, the
Journal des Roses published the entire correspondence with the royal Belgian court regarding the
dedication of this rose to the Queen. Belgium being a fairly new country, Marie Henriette was
crowned as its second Queen. Born Marie Henriette von Lothringen (1836-1902), she was the daughter of Duchess of Württemburg, Marie Dorothea and Archduke Joseph (honored by the Tea rose
‘Archiduc Joseph’), Palatine of Hungary. Her arranged marriage to the heir to the throne was unhappy, to say the least. She was the sad Cinderella with no Prince Charming in her future. As Queen she
distracted her misery by painting, playing music, riding horses, and enjoying her dogs. Her husband
King Leopold II, the ogre of fairy tales, was the notoriously brutal enslaver of the people in the Belgian Congo. Though he owned the Congo as personal, not national, property, he never set foot in it,
never saw the whip lashes, spilled blood, and rapes for which he was responsible. Sleek, early advertising painted him as a “philanthropic” monarch. His citizens knew better.
But the Belgians loved their Queen, loved her for her kindness, loved her for her tireless generosity to
charities, and admired her for her accomplishments. Even earlier, before becoming Queen, she had
been acknowledged and honored with the rose ‘Duchesse de Brabant’. Pope Leo XIII also recognized
her goodness and awarded her the Golden Rose in 1893.
The rose itself sends out large, conspicuous blossoms of a pure, deep, cherry red
aging to fuchsia or magenta. They are sweetly scented. Nearly without prickles,
the plant grows to twelve feet. A child of ‘Mme Berard’ and ‘General Jacqueminot’, the rose is a triploid with 21 chomosomes but does at times produce hips.
The autumn bloom is particularly fine. Prone to fungus, it stays healthier in hot,
dry climates of the South and the Central Valley of California. Some 35 years after its introduction, it was less often seen in gardens, but this rose has been discovered growing in the California gold mining towns of Sonora and Tuolumne
and in Geyserville, CA.
Another Hybrid Tea, but not a climber, is ‘Mme Ravary’. The color is hard to ascertain; some rosarians describe it as orange-yellow, others old gold yellow washed with apricot, and another as chamois
(Continued on page 17)
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pink. In autumn the color is paler. In a cool, somewhat shady location, its color reaches for perfection in, as Gregg Lowery asserts, “a glistening porcelain finish.”
The semi-double blooms, large and expansive, flaunt themselves
on short, erect stems beset with numerous prickles. Buds and
half-open flowers expand quickly, lasting a good four days in a
vase. The leaves, glossy and dark green, clothe the plant well. It
shuns mildew and withstands rain.
Bred by Pernet-Ducher, its coloring prefigures his ‘Soleil d’Or’
and the purer yellow he sought in this class of roses. He released
the rose in 1899. That was the same period of the infamous, antiSemitic Dreyfus affair in France when Captain Alfred Dreyfus, accused of being a spy for Germany,
was court-martialed and unjustly convicted. A Major Ravary of the Paris Military Tribunal was assigned in December 1897 to conduct a judicial investigation concerning possible forgeries of documents in the case. The only Ravary I have been able to locate in France during this time, it is likely,
since the Dreyfus Affair created a national furor dividing the country, was the husband or relative of
Mme Ravary. Major Ravary reported his findings falsely, claiming there was no evidence of forgery.

When the renowned and respected novelist Emile Zola was taken to court for publishing on the front
page of a leftist newspaper his “J’Accuse”, which accused specific men in the military of having framed
Dreyfus, Major Ravary was called to the witness stand. In response to a lawyer’s question about justice, he retorted, “Military justice does not proceed like your justice!” And he was right, for he abetted
the cover-up of various Generals, Lieutenants, and other officers in their collusion of lies, forged documents, and other criminal conduct. If indeed this man was closely linked to Madame Ravary, she
must have been humiliated, and finally in 1904 shamed and outraged when the truth was revealed. Is
she the Red Riding Hood betrayed by the Big Bad Wolf?
Of the namesake for the Hybrid Rugosa ‘Fru Dagmar Hastrup’, a Danish rose, we have more precise
facts. In Torben Thim’s recent The History of the Rose in Denmark, we learn Hastrup’s Nursery was
established around 1870 and by 1903 was selling 800 varieties of roses. Second generation owner
Knud Julianus Hastrup, more grower than breeder, chose one of his seedlings in 1913 that became internationally known (‘Frau Dagmar Hartopp’ in some countries—a surname that apparently does not
exist) and he named for his wife.
The compact plant is shorter than the species and many other Hybrid Rugosas—three to four feet. It
exhibits slightly arching branches studded with straight, small and large prickles as well as bristles.
The dark foliage, typical of rugosas, shows itself as shiny, leathery, and wrinkled leaves ushering in
autumn colors in the fall. The single flowers tend to appear like exquisite, resting butterflies, delicate,
(Continued on page 18)
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veinous pink, the edges often shaded somewhat darker. A sweet
scent adds to its beauty. It blooms consistently into autumn when
large, true red hips emerge. On its own roots, it seems not to sucker.
Like most Rugosas, the plant insists, happily, on being disease free.
The youngest of these older women and roses is Mrs. Sam McGredy.
Breeder Sam McGredy IV asked his mother Ruth to choose a rose
growing in his selected seedling collection which would be named
for her. Dismissing all viable roses on display, she chose one set
aside as not good enough. Introduced in 1929, it proved to one of the
most popular of the firm’s roses—certainly the most famous into the
1970s. In McGredy’s own words, “[I]t was in its day phenomenal—there has never been a rose of so
good a colour, or of such a colour, a kind of copper scarlet flower in copper beech foliage.” Others
would describe it as “copper orange red,” “reddish copper outside and coppery orange inside,”
“orange-red, shaded apricot, reverse of petals red.” Regardless, the color is rather dazzling—
Cinderella at the ball.
The flowers are delicately scented, growing on strong, erect stems of a
vigorous, upright plant which display a modicum of translucent prickles.
The foliage, abundant and disease resistant, is glossy and of a reddish
bronze-green. Truly, a remarkable rose, still in commerce today. Despite
its health and long popularity, however, it has never produced a good
seedling. Although Peter Harkness wrote, “The only reason it was marketable in the first place” was its unique color, its vigor and health are
clearly other reasons for its long-lived popularity.
Once upon a time, a lovely girl more attractive than the Queen, decided to leave her hideout in the
woods where she scrubbed and cooked for seven silly men of short stature. Bored with their overly
protective parenting, she ventured farther into the world. One day she chanced upon a colorful meadow. Enchanted, she realized seven lovely women lounged becomingly in various stages of habiliment,
each beside a breathtaking rosebush. One of them, an old baroness, beckoned her a welcome, and
with that invitation, the girl grew to know a world of sisters that became a refuge and a home.
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BOOK REVIEW—HERITAGE ROSES by Connie Hilker

Judy Eitzen

If you’ve had the good fortune to visit Connie Hilker’s garden in
Virginia, you’ll know what a professional she is and how much
she loves old roses. A woman of many talents, Connie has spent
years preserving historic roses at the historic Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond while serving as a Master Gardener, a consultant of historic plants at Monticello and a board member of her
local historical society.
She is passionate about collecting and preserving heritage roses having been bitten by the
rose bug in 2002. This book
tells of her continuing search
for old roses, their importance
to gardens and gardeners and
covers her journey from amateur rose rustler to nursery
owner.
Like Connie, my rose buddies and I have spotted interesting
looking plants along the roadside. In fact, when traveling with
others, my GMC automatically stops when someone yells,
“Rose!” Roses are truly ubiquitous, found along roadsides from
Virginia and the east coast to California and most of the states
in between where pioneers brought them. Connie has rescued
and propagated many roses to share and encourages other to do
the same.
She includes instruction for propagation from cuttings, making rose beads from petals and a
month-to-month guide to rose care.
Heritage Roses: A Collection of Essays and Lessons by Connie Hilker, 2021, available from
Amazon
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